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In an increasingly global economy, competition to attract nationally and internationally 
“mobile” companies has intensified among state and local governments in the United 
States. The use of public incentives like tax breaks and grants has grown as localities 
compete for economic development goals such as attracting corporate investment, creating 
new jobs, and enhancing tax base. Some incentives may be cost-effective, such as tax breaks 
to attract a foreign corporation. But some incentives may be wasteful, including subsidies 
that are zero-sum at a national, state, or metropolitan scale. This paper introduces the 
issue of wasteful incentives and covers the theory and practice of incentive provision in 
terms of why state and local governments compete for corporate investment; issues of 
efficiency and equity; and some suggested remedies to address wasteful competition. It 
then examines some high-profile examples of incentive provision based on a case study of 
Milwaukee, WI as a means of considering the feasibility of the suggested remedies. Based 
on the evidence from the Milwaukee examples, the prospects for addressing wasteful 
competition appear bleak. Moreover, the suggested remedies to address wasteful 
competition that could be implemented without the need for major legislative changes or 
sweeping policy reforms that have been identified in the literature are not fail-safe 
solutions. 

 
 
Introduction 
 

In an increasingly global economy, competition to attract nationally and internationally 
“mobile” companies has intensified among state and local governments in the United States. 
The use of public incentives like tax breaks and grants has grown as localities compete for 
economic development goals such as attracting corporate investment, creating new jobs, and 
enhancing tax base. There are no accurate estimates, but the value of state and local incentives 
to businesses in the United States may have risen to as much as $50 billion annually (Thomas, 
2007). 

Very few would argue that all incentives to encourage economic development are a bad or 
irrational use of public funds. Some incentives may be cost-effective, such as tax breaks to 
attract a foreign corporation, grants for new start-up enterprises, or infrastructure investments 
to encourage a company to expand in an economically-distressed neighborhood. But some 
incentives may be wasteful, including subsidies that are zero-sum at a national, state, or 
metropolitan scale. 

After introducing the issue of wasteful incentives, this paper covers the theory and practice 
of incentive provision in terms of why state and local governments compete for corporate 
investment; issues of efficiency and equity; and some suggested remedies to address wasteful 
competition. Examples of incentive provision from Milwaukee, WI, and the feasibility of the 



suggested remedies are then explored. Milwaukee is a good case study because this city 
reflects the experience of the many older industrial urban centers in the United States that 
have experienced deindustrialization and are now desperately seeking to encourage new 
corporate investment. 
 
Wasteful Incentives 

When Edward Brennan, chairman of ailing retailer Sears, Roebuck and Company, 
announced plans last October to sell the firm’s Chicago skyscraper, the world’s 
tallest building, it wasn’t only real-estate agents who got excited.  State and local 
governments launched a furious bidding war for the main tenant, Sears 
Merchandising Group, with its 6,000 employees. In June, Hoffman Estates, a 
Chicago suburb, submitted the winning bid:  A package of state and local incentives 
that included free land, worker retraining, infrastructure and tax breaks worth 
about $240 million. U.S. News and World Report, 7/17/89, p. 40. 
 
“The world’s largest financial services firm rarely makes a move without getting 
taxpayers to help foot the bill … Citigroup uses threats of moving facilities and jobs 
elsewhere to repeatedly play state against state and locality against locality and 
attract millions of dollars in subsidies. Over the past 18 years this practice has won 
Citigroup over $226 million from New York and New Jersey governments, 
sometimes for moving jobs from one state to the other.” Good Jobs First, 2007, p. 1. 

 
Examples such as these capture how public incentives may be wasteful if they merely 

relocate private investment from one place to another within the same metropolitan region. 
Distinguishing between competition among businesses versus competition among governments 
is important in conceptualizing wasteful competition from a locational perspective. Competition 
among businesses may be beneficial because it influences what is produced and how—
promoting innovation and lower costs for consumers. In contrast, competition among localities 
may only affect where the investment takes place (Levy, 1992). This competition may be 
wasteful if it is zero-sum—merely relocating investment among localities at significant public 
expense without increasing overall productivity or employment. 

Surveys of company decision-making indicate that incentives may have more influence on 
the locational decisions within rather than between regions. Companies usually narrow their 
locational choice to a particular region based on fundamental regional differences in production 
factors, such as the quality and cost of labor (Blair & Premus, 1987; Tosh et al., 1988). Only then 
does the final site decision take into account public incentives. For a regional economy as a 
whole then, there may be no overall benefit to offering incentives to encourage a company to 
locate in one locality rather than another (Burstein & Rolnick, 1995; Levy, 1992). 

In addition to this potentially wasteful zero-sum aspect of incentive provision, a number of 
studies have found that incentives do not always offset their cost (Burstein & Rolnick, 1995; 
Dewar, 1998; Markusen, 2007). Wilson (1989, pp. v-vi) reported that: 
 



a comprehensive review of past studies on the effects of incentives reveals no 
statistical evidence that business incentives actually create jobs …they are not the 
primary or sole influence on business location decision-making and, relative to 
other factors, they do not have a primary effect on state employment growth. 

 
Fisher (2002, pp. 772-3) simulated the revenue gains per induced job for the generally available 
incentives for manufacturing across seventeen states over a twenty-year period and found that: 
 

the fiscal effect never turned positive; even by year 20 the annual revenue loss was 
still $6,500 per job … Incentives at the state level do not pay for themselves. 

 

Theory and Practice of Incentive Provision 
 

A review of the literature on the theory and practice of public incentive provision 
establishes four basic reasons why state and local governments compete for private investment 
and jobs (see, for example, Markusen, 2007; McCarthy, 2007; Thomas, 2007): 

 
1. Economic: State and local governments need corporate investment and this requires 

them to negotiate with private corporations over the conditions of investment. 
 

2. Location and globalization: Corporations are nationally and internationally mobile, 
which creates a competitive element over where corporate investment takes place. 

 
3. Political: Government officials face pressure to “win” corporate investment and 

generate tangible benefits such as jobs and tax base. 
 

4. Prisoner’s dilemma: State and local governments feel forced to compete out of fear that 
the available corporate investment will go to other governments that offer incentives. 
 
 

 
There are, however, arguments in favor of competing with incentives despite the outcome 

being zero-sum. These arguments are based on whether the public incentives help achieve 
results that are either efficient or equitable. 

The efficiency argument of some practitioners is based on the belief that incentives can 
direct new jobs to high unemployment cities, where a new job is worth more and there is 
underused infrastructure and services, compared to a city with low unemployment (Bartik, 
1991; Black & Hoyt, 1989). Other analysts, however, counter this efficiency argument; they 
argue that poorer cities may feel forced to offer incentive packages despite being better off 
focusing on more productive investments such as education and infrastructure that can help 
them remain competitive in a global economy. Moreover, studies have found that the public 
costs of incentives to attract companies can outweigh the benefits for poorer cities (Fisher & 
Peters, 1998; Thomas, 2007).  



The equity argument of some scholars is based on the idea that incentives can counteract 
the regressive chain of events that results from companies avoiding poorer cities with poor 
residents (Bartik, 1991). Others counter this equity argument by pointing out that all cities offer 
incentives, and that richer cities can afford to offer more incentives than poorer ones. This 
competition may be wasteful if it produces an inefficient allocation of economic resources 
because it interferes with the free operation of the market (Burstein & Rolnick, 1995; 
McCarthy, 2007). 
 
Addressing Wasteful Competition 
 

There are several reasons why the prospects for minimizing wasteful competition are not 
promising. Aside from pointing to the potential economic benefits if they “win,” politicians and 
economic development officials enjoy the actual political benefits of groundbreaking and 
ribbon-cutting ceremonies. With the costs often unseen or borne later, and because it is not 
clear that incentives are always ineffective, offering incentives has symbolic value—they can be 
pointed to even if a locality “loses” (Rubin 1989). 

 “Bottom up” solutions, like individual localities disengaging from the competition, are 
unlikely because of the prisoner’s dilemma. Moreover, potential investors avoid specifying the 
size of the incentive package that will secure their investment; this allows companies to play 
localities against each other to drive up the value of the incentive offers. Interstate pacts have 
been weak and unstable in the past; politicians change over time, and the multitude of 
incentives makes it easy for an individual locality to “defect” (McCarthy, 2007). Offering only 
“productive” incentives—such as job training and infrastructure that remain in a community 
even if the company does not—may not be viable. If the prisoners’ dilemma and the weak 
bargaining position of governments make them unable to withhold incentives in the first place, 
they are even less likely to be able to dictate the kinds of incentives that they offer (Oman 
2000). 

“Top down” solutions involving the federal government are not likely despite the power of 
Congress to act. Congress could ban incentives that favor a particular company, but allow 
incentives that apply to all companies that meet specified eligibility criteria. This would be 
difficult to enforce in practice, however, because states and localities could try to circumvent 
the ban creatively, for example, by manipulating their tax structures. A federal tax on 
companies equaling the value of the incentives, or reducing federal funding to states and 
localities by the same amount, faces similar enforcement difficulties; the multitude of state and 
local policies makes it difficult to ascertain which policies are general and affect all companies, 
and which are reserved for particular companies. A ban on all state and local incentives or 
establishing an across-the-board corporate income tax level for all states is unlikely. Many 
analysts believe that Congress lacks the political will to act; there is resistance from within 
Congress to infringe on states’ rights, and strong opposition, not only from the states, but also 
from other interests, especially businesses, who benefit from incentives (Mahtesian 1996; 
Oman 2000). 

Consequently, LeRoy (2007) has suggested nine “concrete” ways to curtail the “economic 
war” among state and local governments that could be implemented without the need for 
major legislative changes or sweeping policy reforms. 



 
1. Economic development subsidy disclosure 

State and local governments could be required to make regular and detailed company-
specific disclosures covering direct and indirect government incentives. 
 

2. Disclosure to corporate shareholders of state and local taxes paid 
Publicly-traded companies could be required to disclose state and local taxes paid in 
each state broken down by income; property; and sales, utility, and excise taxes. These 
companies now only disclose federal and total state taxes. A breakdown by state would 
allow taxpayers to know how much, or more importantly how little taxes, companies are 
paying in their state. 
 

3. Clawbacks 
 Companies could be required to sign money-back guarantees and pay back incentives if 

they do not meet promised economic development benefits, such as number of jobs. 
 
4. Job quality standards 
 Companies could be required to pay a living wage, so that the public sector does not 

have to additionally pay for the hidden costs—such as food stamps and Medicaid—of 
low wages. 

 
5. Unified development budgets 

State and local governments could be required to publish unified expenditure budgets 
so that taxpayers can ascertain how much public revenue is lost to corporate tax credits 
and exemptions. Currently, budgets do not generally show lost tax revenues due to 
incentives despite the fact that these can dwarf incentive budget items like grants that 
must be included because they require appropriations. 

 
6. School board input on property tax abatements 
 School boards could be given a voting seat on every board that can divert property tax 

revenues away from schools, and be given veto power over their portion of property 
taxes in each abatement package, including lost taxes due to tax increment financing 
(TIF). In TIF, the municipality is required to set aside the difference between the pre- 
and post-redevelopment property taxes (the increment) to pay off the TIF bonds that 
are sold to help finance the redevelopment in the first place. 

 
7. Federal “carrot” against inter-state job piracy 

The federal government could use its funding power as a “carrot” to encourage reforms 
such as a policy that no state will offer subsidies to pirate jobs from another state. 
 

8. Define site location consultants as lobbyists 
Site location consultants used by corporations in incentive negotiations with 
government agencies could be legally classified as lobbyists. Due to their conflict of 
interest—fees based on getting as many incentives as possible, but the bargaining table 



sloped toward the consultants who control the information—this would prevent them 
from receiving “success” fees (commissions) which help drive up the amount of 
incentives. 
 

9. Promote smart growth and curtail the “economic war” within metropolitan regions 
Incentives could be provided only if state and local governments promote smart growth; 
incentives would not be provided for greenfield sites but instead used to encourage 
redevelopment in neighborhoods in need of revitalization that have existing 
infrastructure and transportation networks. Incentives could also be designed to curtail 
the “economic war” within metropolitan regions by being part of regional economic 
development efforts that include mechanisms to “share the wealth” through, for 
example, tax base sharing, as in the seven-county Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan 
region. 

 
High Profile Examples of Incentive Packages from Milwaukee, WI 
 

This section describes three recent, and one ongoing, high profile incentive cases from 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. These cases provide empirical evidence to allow a re-evaluation (in the 
next section) of the theory and practice of incentive provision, especially in terms of the 
feasibility of the suggested remedies to address wasteful competition. 

 
 
 

GE Healthcare 
 

In 2002, GE Healthcare announced its intention to consolidate its metropolitan Milwaukee 
operations from Menomonee Falls, Milwaukee, and West Milwaukee into one site. The move 
involved relocating 1,200 existing jobs, and the promise of about 700 new ones. 

GE retained CB Richard Ellis as its site location consultant. The request for proposals 
(RFP) resulted in Milwaukee and neighboring communities competing for the new facility. The 
finalists included several incentive packages with sites in the proposed 22-story Ovation Plaza 
office building in downtown Milwaukee, the Pabst Farms development in Oconomowoc, and 
the Woodland Prime office complex in Menomonee Falls. In 2004, GE announced its decision to 
move immediately west of Milwaukee to a new building with free parking in the Milwaukee 
County Research Park in Wauwatosa. Irgens Development Co. built the $89 million 506,000 sq. 
ft. offices. GE Healthcare signed a 12-year lease and moved into the building in 2006. 

The incentive package totaled $36 million as follows: 
 

 $29 million from the City of Wauwatosa, comprising a $15 million grant to Irgens 
Development Co. to help fund construction of a parking structure, combined with a $10 
million low-interest loan (this $25 million was raised by selling TIF bonds); $2.7 million to 
purchase the land from Milwaukee County; and a $1.3 million moving allowance for GE. 

 Over $7 million from the State of Wisconsin for GE, comprising $6.5 million in tax credits 
and a $510,000 forgivable loan (despite the fact that GE was not threatening to relocate 



from Wisconsin, having narrowed down its site choice to either Wauwatosa or 
Milwaukee in 2003). 

 
Manpower 
 

In 2005, Manpower announced it was looking for a new headquarters where it could 
consolidate its metropolitan Milwaukee (Glendale and Brookfield) operations. The move 
involved relocating 900 existing jobs, and the promise of about 300 new ones. Manpower was 
the largest company to seek new offices in the Milwaukee metropolitan region since GE 
Healthcare. 

Like GE, Manpower retained CB Richard Ellis as its site location consultant. Manpower’s RFP 
resulted in a list of nine communities with incentive offers. The three finalists were from 
Milwaukee, Wauwatosa, and Glendale. The competition for Manpower was intense (The 
Business Journal 4/1/05): “We’re ready to roll out the red carpet to assist the company with 
finding a new location that can best suit their needs” (Milwaukee Mayor); “We are willing to do 
whatever we can to keep them” (Glendale City Administrator). Later in 2005, Manpower 
announced its decision to move to a new building in downtown Milwaukee. Riverbend LLC, a 
group of investors led by local developer Gary Grunau, built the $63 million 280,000 sq. ft. 
offices. Manpower signed a 17-year lease and moved into the building in 2007. 

The incentive package from the City of Milwaukee totaled $28.36 million as follows: 
 

 $20.6 million for the parking structure which the City now owns and leases to Riverbend 
LLC with an option to purchase (1,000 free parking spaces were a requirement in 
Manpower’s RFP); a $1.7 million grant and a $3 million low-interest loan to Riverbend to 
help build the office building (the funds for Riverbend were raised through TIF bonds); a 
$560,000 moving allowance for Manpower, $600,000 to cover Manpower’s old lease 
holdover allowance; and $1.9 million in infrastructure improvements, including 
extending the Milwaukee Riverwalk. 

 
Summit Place 
 

In 2002, developer-landlord, Whitnall Summit, broke ground at the former Allis-Chalmers 
manufacturing facility in West Allis. The first phase of Summit Place opened in 2004. This 157 
acre former brownfield is now a $50 million 650,000 sq. ft. office complex. 

The incentive package totaled $19.8 million as follows: 
 

 $7.5 million in TIF from the City of West Allis toward the cost of the building 
infrastructure and to build a parking structure. 

 $12 million federal new market tax credits (to promote investment in distressed areas) 
from the State of Wisconsin’s Housing and Economic Development Authority. 

 $300,000 brownfield cleanup grant from the State of Wisconsin’s Department of 
Commerce. 

 



Summit Place is just 14 blocks west of Milwaukee and offers free parking. The total number 
of jobs at the site is about 2,000, most of which are not new to the metropolitan region. 

In 2006, Anthem (formerly Blue Cross Blue Shield) announced its relocation to Summit 
Place, taking 750 workers from downtown Milwaukee and another 40 from California. The City 
of Milwaukee offered $1.6 million in incentives to entice the company to stay. Anthem turned 
down the offer because it expected to save $8 million over its 10-year lease of a 150,000 sq. ft. 
building (based on rents of $13.95 per sq. ft. in Summit Place versus $16.50 downtown). 

Other Summit Place tenants include Alterra Healthcare, who relocated from the Milwaukee 
County Research Park in Wauwatosa (44,000 sq. ft.); Merge Technologies, who relocated from 
within West Allis (22,000 sq. ft.); Associated Equipment, Legal Placement Services, MCI, 
Poblocki Signs, Triad Engineering, and Wisconsin Dental Association all relocating from 
Milwaukee (about 110,000 sq. ft. combined); and Sanford Brown College’s expansion (35,000 
sq. ft.). 
 
 
Astronautics Corporation of America 
 

The new 250,000 sq. ft. Astronautics headquarters and its 700 existing and 300 promised 
new jobs is the latest high profile example of the competition for investment in Milwaukee. The 
company will announce its decision in late 2009. These quotes are illustrative of the 
competition. 
 

In a move that is sure to set off a bidding war among communities in southeast 
Wisconsin and other states, Astronautics Corp. of America, a low-key but high-tech 
Milwaukee manufacturer, is seeking a new headquarters site that would employ 
1,000 people … Astronautics has retained Steve Palec, senior vice president of CB 
Richard Ellis in Milwaukee, to conduct the search. Palec was involved in 2007 in 
procuring headquarters for GE Healthcare in Wauwatosa and Manpower Inc. in 
Milwaukee … While Astronautics executives prefer to remain in Milwaukee, CB 
Richard Ellis will conduct a national search, Palec said. ‘There’s nothing that would 
not be on the table right now,’ The Business Journal 9/5/08 
 
Dozens of southeast Wisconsin developers and communities have entered the 
derby to win what could be the Milwaukee area’s biggest economic development 
deal in these recessionary times: a new headquarters for Astronautics Corp. of 
America  … The 50-year-old company has made it clear that a major factor in 
determining its new location will be incentives … The company sought submissions 
that include development zones, low-interest loans and grants, infrastructure 
assistance, and ‘lowered acquisition or occupancy costs,’ according to its request 
for proposals … It’s likely the company is seeking financial incentives comparable to 
those the city of Milwaukee offered to lure Manpower Inc.’s headquarters and the 
city of Wauwatosa offered to attract GE Healthcare ... The Business Journal 2/27/09 

 



Re-evaluating the Theory and Practice of Incentive Provision 

In light of these high profile examples from Milwaukee, this section briefly re-evaluates the 
theory and practice of public incentive provision. It addresses first the four main reasons why 
state and local governments compete for private investment and jobs: 
 

1. Economic: State and local governments need corporate investment certainly, but the 
Milwaukee examples raise the question: at what cost? An individual locality may secure 
“new” jobs, but these jobs are zero-sum for the metropolitan region. The prolific use of 
TIF means that localities are foregoing the tax increment from the new development 
until the TIF bonds are paid back. To the extent that companies are not seriously 
considering relocating outside the Milwaukee metropolitan area, the foregone tax 
increment is public revenue that could have been spent on more productive investment 
such as infrastructure and training. 
 

2. Location and globalization: Corporations are nationally and internationally mobile 
certainly, but perhaps companies are more “place dependent” (Cox & Mair, 1988) than 
they admit. In fact, the Milwaukee cases are not examples of globalization! GE 
Healthcare and Manpower consolidated their operations near their existing facilities—
they likely never intended to move outside the metropolitan region, yet squeezed out 
incentives because they could. Anthem’s decision to move to Summit Place without 
incentives was ultimately based on the bottom line. Incentives only “work” if the new 
location is already optimal for a company (including being within commuting range for 
existing workers given the high cost of training a new workforce at a distant location). 

 
3. Political: Government officials face pressure to “win” corporate investment. The 

problem here is that Mayors and economic development officials are viewed as 
successful not only if they offer incentives and win a company, but also if they offer 
incentives and lose, because at least they competed. This situation creates a 
competitive environment that fuels incentive offers and the chance for corporations to 
play one locality off against another. 
 
 

4. Prisoner’s dilemma: State and local governments feel forced to compete even if they 
recognize the drawbacks. This quote from a February 6, 2006 letter from the Milwaukee 
Department of City Development’s Commissioner to a City Alderman captures this 
dilemma: 

 
We do not view this Manpower proposal as a precedent setting endeavor—it 
might be viewed as ‘keeping up with the Jones’’ but this deal fairly accurately 
reflects the market for corporate relocations. One only need examine the GE 
Medical relocation to the County Research Park in Wauwatosa to see that 
other municipalities are utilizing any number of incentives to relocate 
employers. That project consolidated three GE Medical operations within the 



region under one roof, which will facilitate future expansion at the site. These 
are exactly the same parameters under which Manpower will relocate from 
Glendale and Brookfield to our downtown. 

 
The use of site location consultants further fuels incentive offers. CB Richard Ellis earned its 

“success” fee—a good investment by both GE and Manpower, and in time by Astronautics. 
Moreover, the discourse surrounding a company’s relocation merely heightens the competitive 
element.  This quote from the Milwaukee Small Business Times, February 7, 2006 is illustrative: 
 

The Summit Place office complex in West Allis has lured another tenant away from 
downtown Milwaukee. The Wisconsin Dental Association (WDA) and its 35 
employees moved there from … downtown Milwaukee … Summit Place is snagging 
other office tenants away from downtown Milwaukee [italics added]. 

 
Recognizing the drawbacks of competing for investment is not enough to prevent it. The 

Milwaukee 7 was launched in 2005 as a public-private agency that seeks to attract and retain 
businesses for the 7-county metropolitan region. It is funded by $12 million in public and 
private support. Organizers included the Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce. 
The M7 Code of Ethics comprises 13 standards, including: “Members will not solicit intra-region 
company relocations.” But this standard is wholly irrelevant if a company uses a site location 
consultant; a locality is not engaged in poaching jobs from another locality if a site location 
consultant approaches the locality first, which is usually the case in high-profile relocations like 
GE Healthcare, Manpower, and Astronautics. 

The Milwaukee examples also provide insights into the debate about incentive provision 
based on efficiency versus equity despite a zero-sum outcome. The efficiency argument is that 
incentives can counteract some market failures by directing new jobs to higher unemployment 
cities. In the GE Healthcare and Summit Place cases, metropolitan unemployment rates belie 
this argument—the jobs did not go to the locality, Milwaukee, with the highest unemployment. 
In April 2009, Milwaukee’s unemployment rate was 11.3%, versus 6.3% for Wauwatosa (where 
GE Healthcare moved) and 9.5% for West Allis (where Summit Place is located) (Wisconsin 
Department of Workforce Development, 2009). 

Similarly, the equity argument does not stand based on the Milwaukee examples. This 
argument holds that incentives can counteract the regressive chain of events resulting from 
companies avoiding poorer cities with poor residents. Milwaukee, whose median household 
income is $36,187 offered incentives to Anthem to entice it not to relocate to Summit Place in 
West Allis; the company turned down the incentives and relocated anyway. The median 
household income in West Allis is $45,666 (www.bestplaces.net). Clearly, incentives are not 
enough to entice a company if the bottom line dictates otherwise. As for GE Healthcare’s move, 
Wauwatosa’s median household income, at $62,611, is 73% higher than Milwaukee’s. In 
Manpower’s move, certainly Milwaukee’s median household income at $36,186 is much less 
than Glendale’s $63,038. The problematical efficiency issue about providing expensive 
incentives to move the company from Glendale to Milwaukee, however, is that only one third 
of the jobs were held by City of Milwaukee residents; two-thirds were held by residents who 
lived outside the City, in Milwaukee County. 



 
Re-evaluating the 9 “concrete” Ways to Curtail the “Economic War” for Investment 
 

Based on the Milwaukee examples, this section re-evaluates the feasibility of the nine 
suggested remedies to address wasteful competition. 
1.  Subsidy disclosure 

While helpful, this requirement would be less effective for landlord-developer examples 
like Summit Place where the company is not high profile like GE Healthcare, Manpower, or 
Astronautics. Incentives also go to low-profile participants, such as Irgens Development Co. 
in the GE Healthcare case and Riverbend LLC in Manpower case. Moreover, disclosures 
would need to list the location from where a company moved to allow taxpayers to 
determine if the incentives were zero-sum. 
 

2.  Disclosure to corporate shareholders of state and local taxes paid 
While applying to publicly-traded companies, those companies that are not publicly-traded 
would be excluded, including, in Milwaukee, Whitnall Summit and Astronautics. 
 

3.  Clawbacks 
While necessary, this requirement would not address zero-sum competition where jobs are 
merely relocated, leaving a vacant building elsewhere in the metropolitan region. 
 

4.  Job quality standards 
Although important, this requirement does not address the issue of zero-sum competition 
for jobs regardless of how well or badly they pay. 
 

5.  Unified development budgets 
Although vital, it is also necessary to highlight whether the tax incentives, although looking 
like they provided “bang for the buck,” nevertheless were zero-sum at a metropolitan 
scale. 
 

6.  School board input on property tax abatements 
Although excellent in principle, this is less feasible in practice because political pressures to 
compete for investment outweigh important considerations like funding for education. 
 

7.  Federal “carrot” against inter-state job piracy 
While good in principle, this requirement, like the M7 Code of Ethics, will not address 
situations in practice, as in Milwaukee, where jobs were not pirated from another state or 
even from an adjacent municipality because a site location consultant was used. 
 

8.  Define site location consultants as lobbyists 
While helpful, this requirement will not be effective in all cases, including the up to 2,000 
zero-sum jobs in the Summit Place development where a site location consultant was not 
used because this was not the relocation of a single high profile company. 
 



9.  Promote smart growth and curtail the “economic war” within metropolitan regions 
The Milwaukee cases were all examples of smart growth! They were relocations to areas 
already served by existing infrastructure (and not to a new greenfield subdivision at the 
edge of the built-up area). Curtailing the “economic war” through something like tax base 
sharing was not considered. In this context, the extent to which progress needs to be made 
in even achieving a regional perspective is illustrated by this quote from the Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel of January 6, 2009: 
 

… signs remain that the M-7 notion of a coordinated economic effort hasn’t caught 
on. The M-7 hosted a Waukesha County “outreach meeting” Tuesday, but many 
participants left before it ended.  Margaret Farrow, a former lieutenant governor 
who now leads the Waukesha County Action Network, a business alliance, even 
questioned whether the name “Milwaukee 7” was too Milwaukee-centric. 

 

Concluding Comments 

Based on the Milwaukee examples of competition among state and local governments for 
corporate investment, the prospects for addressing wasteful competition appear bleak. 
Moreover, LeRoy’s (2007) suggested nine “concrete” ways to curtail the “economic war” among 
state and local governments that could be implemented without the need for major legislative 
changes or sweeping policy reforms are not fail-safe solutions. 

Nevertheless, in an effort to end on a positive note, this paper concludes with a brief 
reference to the Obama administration’s new urban policy. This policy may offer opportunities 
for state and local governments to work together to promote economic development. The new 
federal urban policy is a proactive approach that seeks a balance between: 

 building economically competitive, socially equitable, and environmentally sustainable 
metropolitan regions around new infrastructure and other urban programs; and 

 neo-liberal urban policy that reflects a pragmatic approach grounded in the goal of 
metropolitan job creation through partnering with private companies, including, for 
example, the $200 million for businesses in regional clusters of next-generation industries. 
The Obama administration’s policy website 

(http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/urban_policy) explicitly reflects an integrated “regional 
approach” to urban policy: 

 
…that disregards traditional jurisdictional boundaries, setting policy that takes 
into account how cities, suburbs, and exurbs interact. 

 
Certainly, the tradition of US urban economic development is firmly grounded in limited 

federal intervention and fiscal localism. This more activist White House, however, may be able 
to encourage more coordinated local decision-making and metropolitan partnerships while 
discouraging wasteful zero-sum competition. As such, state and local governments may be able 
to not only leverage new federal urban resources, but also increasingly to compete with, rather 
than against, each other for corporate investment and jobs. 
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